INTRODUCTION
PT Kereta Api Indonesia (KAI), which until
2009 was known as a low performance
Indonesia state-owned railway company,
experienced a very significant improvement
under the leadership of Ignatius Jonan.

BEFORE JONAN
– In 2007, had a loss of IDR 38.6 billion and further
increased to reach IDR 82.6 billion in 2008.
– Quality of the infrastructure continued to decline;
– the facilities had passed the limit age of service;
– number of locomotives, freight cars and trains
circuits decreased;
– quality of service was low; there were back-logs,
security and passenger safety was not guaranteed.
– Company was in the category of BBB (less healthy
condition)
– low discipline and self rather than customer
oriented employees,
– poor implementation of good corporate
governance,
– the absence of visionary leadership

JONAN CHANGE
INITIATIVES & OUTCOMES
Four main pillars of transformation at KAI
 improvement in service quality, safety,
comfort and timeliness
– The first action Jonan taken was change the
employees‟ mindset, from “USA mental model “
(Untuk Saya Apa or What‟s In It for Me) to “Company
and Customers First”.

– The second action was revamping the employee
discipline and company good corporate governance.
– Afterwards, Jonan make corrections on other aspects
of the organization

QUICK WIN
KAI managed to improve its performance significantly.
The company achieved net profit of IDR 155 billion and
declared a health condition in the category A or Healthy.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
• A case study was done at KAI
to:
1. Find the individual attributes
that forming positive
dimensions (promotion and
participation) of employees‟
change readiness at KAI.
2. Develop a proposed model of
relationship between the
individual attributes and
change readiness.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

METHODOLOGY
• Qualitative, single case study with
triangulation (Yin 2009):
– In-depth interviews and documentary
study
– Multi-sources (informants, books,
media articles, internal documents)

• Criteria of informants:
– Ignasius Jonan (change leader)
– Change followers
• Managerial and non managerial level
• Worked at KAI before-during-after change
• Contribute positively in change initiatives

METHODOLOGY
• Data processed and analyzed in two
steps:
– Step one: sense-making – to find key
words or phrases related to the first
purpose of the study (Weick 1995,
Goulding 2002), then codified and
grouped it into categories.
– Step two,: pattern making – observe
and buildi a proposed model of
relationship between categories of
code identified (Scharbo-DeHann,
1993; Goulding, 2002; Louise, 2004).
• Tools: Atlas.ti

FINDINGS

•
•
•

334 Quotations
47 Codes of
Individual Attributes
9 Categories

•

From the interview and the
documentary study, 13
statements were found reflecting
the individual attributes of HOPE

•

Sample statements that support
the existence of the individual
attribute of Hope are:
– "I joined because I see the
company chaos situation. I
resigned from the union. I
support Jonan because this
person can indeed be a
saviour God sent for us at
KAI. "(Transcript-3, lines 229237).
– "The presence of the new
leader of KAI made the
employees who want the
company to become wellorganized, fast growing and
move forward, very proud "
(Transcript-5, line 26).

PROPOSED STRUCTURAL MODEL
Relationship between the Findings Individual Attributes and Change Readiness
“The regulation requiring managers conduct „Pisami‟ (Piket
Sabtu Minggu). In the past, the leader generally enforced a
rule only for others. Leaders themselves were not
implementing the rules. In contrast to what was done by
Jonan. He follows the regulations he made consistently”
(Transcript-3 line 121, transcript-6 line 44).

"because he has saved the organization and
the employees, then I will support him"
(Transcript-3 line 93)
"I welcome it (the change initiative) as long as
it brings improvements to all, to advanced the
company, the company continues to grow
and the employees are prosper" (Transcript3, line 93)

JONAN ON „PISAMI‟ DUTY
(PIket SAbtu MInggu)
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PROBLEM DEFINITION

LITERATURE REVIEW

To develop
interview guideline

EXPLORATORY STUDY
Individual Depth Interview

To explore individual
attributes/factors that influence
change readiness

EXPLANATORY STUDY

PRE-TEST SURVEY

CONFIRMATORY STUDY
Survey with
Personally Administered
Questionnaires

To determine latent and
measured variables ,
hypotheses, and survey
instrumentation
To test measurement model
reliability and validity

To test structural model and to
determine correlation between
and significance of individual
attributes/factors of change
readiness

DATA ANALYSIS

DISCUSSION ON RESEARCH
FINDINGS

CONCLUSION

To generate theory building and
establishment of
the proposal model of
Individual Change Readiness
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